About FlightAware Company Overview

› Founded by pilot-developers in 2005.
› Headquartered in Houston, Texas.
› Largest provider of flight tracking to airlines and private aviation.
› 85 employees in Houston, New York, the UK, and Singapore.
FlightAware in 2005

- Three Guys, an FAA feed, the Internet, and a ton of ambition
Early 2005
Late 2005
About FlightAware HyperFeed

- ANSPs
- ADS-B / MLAT
- Aireon™ Space-Based ADS-B
- Airline FLIFO
- Datalink (ACARS)

HYPERFEED™

- Live Data Feeds
- Web-Based Tools
- Custom Data Reports
FlightAware Surface Movement Data - LAS

FAA ASDE-X

FlightAware ADS-B & FAA ASDE-X
FlightAware Surface Movement Data - YSSY
Rough Code Counts

- Most of our Tcl packages - 165,000 lines
- Rivet (Tcl-enabled webpages) - 123,000 lines
- Flight Tracking - 145,000 lines
- Popeye - 5,000 lines
- Global Beacon - 4,000 lines
- Multicom - 9,000 lines